
This is Kölner Dom, or the Cologne Cathedral. How Köln turns into “Cologne,” I have no idea.
But that’s not important right now.
This is a magnificent structure. It is immense from the outside, but somehow becomes even
more so when you’re inside. It is absolutely breathtaking. I think of these cathedrals as
monuments to Truth, because they must be built to exacting standards of Truth in order for the
crushing mass of stone to support itself. In building, “TRUE” is in alignment with gravity. You
cannot build something lasting according to any “personal truth.” In John 14:6, Jesus described
Himself as “THE Truth.” “True” is being in alignment with the Moral Law.
But, what are the most important stones of this structure? The intricate spires? The carvings of
the apostles? I would contend that the most important stones are the ones you do not see–the
foundation. Should those fail, all would be rubble.
You as Delegates are the foundational level elected officials of our Representative Republic.
You are the closest to the individually sovereign voters for whom preserving their Creator
Endowed Rights is Governments’ only just purpose.

Representative Government is under attack.
You as delegates are under attack.
The foundation of our nation is under attack.



CD5 Delegates & Alternates, Ratified March 29, 2022
April 2, 2022 (Saturday)  – 5th Congressional Assembly at Falcon High School 9:00 AM
April 9, 2022 (Saturday) – Colorado State Assembly at Colorado Springs World Arena
9:00 AM

(Credentialing begins at 07:00)

The Caucus Coup: March 29, 2022
“There I was…”

The Caucus and Assembly (C&A) process allows achieving a place on the ballot for $0. In the
HD-22 race, Patrick Carter, hadn’t even registered as a candidate, and wasn’t even a delegate,
but showed up for a nomination from the floor by Andy Pico.
The “petitioning on” industry is lucrative and empowers a select-few to control access to our
political process. Sadly, the institution of C&A has been underappreciated and we nearly
surrendered it through neglect. The establishment has big plans for Colorado Springs, so don’t
think the battle is over.
Non-Petitioners were the favored candidates at Assembly, and that has some individuals and
industries feeling threatened. Think about it. At even just $10 per signature (if sent out as a
batch), 1000 signatures is $10,000, and that is to avoid speaking to delegates for less than 10
minutes.
To the petitioner, it is worth paying $60,000 per hour to NOT address the foundation of
Representative Governance in order to be a “pinnacle” of Representative Governance. Only
the petition process can guarantee a slot in the primary. Caucus & Assembly upsets that power
structure. The Secretary of State must also validate the signature, so guess what can happen if
you’re not philosophically aligned? Erik Aadland can tell you.

For this reason I consider “Petitioning on” as “buying on.”
Whenever you hear “the only candidates of any value are petitioning on,”

I suggest you ask “of value to whom?”

At Caucus on March 1, we elected about 670 primary and 670 alternate delegates for the
Congressional Assembly. Alternates were ranked by votes received. Vacancies in the list of
Delegates were filled with Alternates by the Precinct Leaders at the District Meetings.
District Chairs were supposed to turn in their division paperwork by 8 March.
HD18 Chair Matt Moeller emailed his at “23:54:57” but as far as could be determined,
Chairwoman Tonkins did not receive it, nor did Matt have a receipt for it, nor any sort of reply to
his direct question in the email. Chairwoman Tonkins allowed Matt to search her emails for his
email, but he could not find it either. It was sent, but not received. That happens. Email is pretty
reliable, but not infallible. Some of HD18’s delegates made it to the list because the precinct
leaders had bypassed turning in the caucus packages to Matt at his makeshift and unauthorized
IHOP HQ after Caucus.

https://gopelpaso.com/delegates-alternates-2022/
https://gopelpaso.com/
https://gopelpaso.com/


District lists then needed to be compiled into Congressional Districts, & those vacancies were
filled with alternates according to the bylaws and submitted to the state GOP via the required
software. When the state returned the database, all differentiation between Delegate & Alternate
had been removed and ALL the paperwork had to be reevaluated by GOP HQ volunteers.
Line. By. Line.
Delegate. By Delegate.
Alternate. By. Alternate.

For some additional insight into the confusion, note that the precincts were redrawn and all
being realigned into new State House & Senate districts, Congressional and Senate Districts.
This data was dutifully withheld by the County Clerk & Recorder until the last minute as required
by law. It seems the confusion in the party is intentional by the detractors looking to regain
power. If you want a smooth running GOP, the answer is pretty obvious.

At our Executive Committee meeting at 6pm on Mar 29, Matt requested his 8 delegates be
inserted where they would have been. Chairwoman Tonkins explained why this was not as easy
as it sounded and that with the deadline for submission being at 08:00 on Mar 30 it was not
feasible. These delegates were supposed to have been ratified at Assembly on Mar 19, but
rules disputes in the morning required ratification to be postponed. Plus, the state GOP had
already approved the list, clearly already aware of Matt’s issue. The option was to ratify or not
ratify because the extensive adjustment demanded by Matt to resolve the results of his
negligence was not possible. Chairwoman Tonkins had apparently discussed this with Matt
previously, “ad nauseam.” A decent person would have issued a “mea culpa” and moved on.
But, as per a common saying in the military, “if you’re looking for an excuse, any excuse will do,”
and they were clearly looking for a reason to overturn the Caucus & Assembly process.

A solution was proposed to place those delegates at the top of the alternate list. That
proposal was rejected, despite the near certainty 8 delegates of 670 would not show up
on Saturday.

After the first vote failed to ratify 20:17, Chairwoman Tonkins picked up the phone to call CO
GOP Chairwoman Kristi Burton-Brown to inform that there would be no delegates for the
Congressional Caucus, disenfranchising all 1300+ for the sake of the 8 (who were now all or
mostly realigned as Alternates). After demands for a re-vote Charles Wingate gave further detail
to what Chairwoman Tonkins had previously described. Chairwoman Tonkins had already
discussed with the State on behalf of Matt Moeller, and State GOP was willing to address their
appeals individually during Credentialing on Saturday. Vicki and Charles were essentially
accused of having withheld information (“If we’d known that…!”) so another vote was taken, but
again failed 19:17.

Please note that even though it was Matt Moeller’s negligence, incompetence or malevolence
that had caused the confusion, Chairwoman Tonkins had gone the extra mile by developing a
plan with the State to handle individual cases as equitably as possible.

https://coleg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appid=41b742a9931a4c87a6e43b01c734c0c9
https://ballotpedia.org/Colorado_state_legislative_districts?msclkid=2568184cb1da11ec8829a956143762e0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorado%27s_congressional_districts?msclkid=980508e9b1d911ecb0eff97cdf19b0a1


Kay Rendelman then validated the entire list of delegates  and another vote was begun at about
10pm when 3 additional bonus members burst in and demanded to be added to the voting body,
which was of course not allowed, despite numerous motions by those opposing ratification, with
especially theatrical interjections by Joel Sorensen.
Kay Rendelman abstained from voting after confirming the list line by line, indicating
ambivalence at best as to whether the Assembly occured. Steve Schleiker switched his vote to
“yay,” perhaps in deference to the recorded vote.
The irony of the evening was that Chuck Broerman stood up to declare his lack of trust in a list
that had just been validated line-by-line in front of him, yet he advocates for the imminently
hackable Dominion voting systems (while telling people they are not Dominion Voting systems)
which has been proven to swap out voter databases in seconds, premised on his personal audit
for which he has no expertise to conduct (btw, Chuck and Steve both petitioned on to the ballot
because they do not trust you to choose who works for you. Joe Biden’s gaffe “I don’t work for
you,” comes to mind).

In all, the 15 minute meeting only took a little over 4 hours.

In addition to the colossal waste of time, those opposing ratification were completely
disrespectful of the work of the HQ volunteers and their work, including Daniel Fenlason who
showed up 4 hours late demanding to vote and called Chairwoman Tonkins “incompetent.” If
someone complains about data not being received in a timely fashion, be sure to have them ask
their district chairs when THEY completed their tasks, and thank Chuck Broerman for providing
the El Paso GOP the needed data at the very last minute allowed by statute.
The people complaining about Chairwoman Vicki Tonkins are the ones actively undermining the
efforts of the actual mission of the El Paso GOP. Remember, it is largely through the work and
inspiration of Chairwoman Tonkins that we had over 1000 normally vacant delegate slots filled,
and why there are hundreds of alternates clamoring to be included in a previously forlorn
gathering.
Lackluster engagement and blithely choosing from the selected candidates is what the
establishment considers “the good old days,” and they are working hard to bring them back.
This is not the only election they are trying to overturn. Kay Rendelman is trying to overturn all
of the Feb 5 elections over the word “office.” Charity McPike is trying to form “an army” to
overturn all of the County Assembly because of the rules emplaced by Wayne Williams to
protect Holly from additional competition. Wayne needs Holly on the County Commission to
protect the Dominion Voting Machines and his $850,000 contract with Runbeck.

Please note that contrary to Doug Lamborn’s blatant lie that “the county chairman arbitrarily
refused to allow a vote on the ratification of the entire list,” Chairwoman Tonkins allowed THREE
votes on the ratification.

A failure to ratify the delegate list would have been a great advantage to the candidates
who bought their way onto the ballot. It would have been an even greater benefit to the
canvassing & marketing companies who would maintain their cash cow and status as
power brokers.

https://www.tinapetersforcolorado.com/election-reports
https://www.tinapetersforcolorado.com/election-reports
https://www.followthemoney.org/entity-details?eid=6368620&msclkid=3cf0f598b14b11ec89b46f7ef3dfa3b5


Who would have benefited the most from the list being rejected? Probably a candidate for whom
“dozens of volunteers…to gather more than 3000 signatures…to show (his)depth of grassroots
support.” What else would Doug lie about? Probably the word “volunteers” for starters. What
else?

“Some candidates who appeared to be disfavored received a defective and incomplete list.”
When I received my list of delegates, it had been sent to both Mr. Stiver and me simultaneously,
so Doug should provide some actual evidence instead of hints at allegations.  Due Process
demands an ability to face your accuser. The Lamborn faction skulks in the darkness. How
constitutional.

“At least one House District which appeared to be disfavored had its list refused.”
I’m pretty sure the latter is that of Matt Moeller who set up an illegal turn-in for caucus packages
at his IHOP-HQ, but still managed to not be able to turn in his materials until 5 minutes to the
deadline. Perhaps the Dominion supporters would like to do a forensic audit of the
chairwoman’s email and servers. The incompetence is at the State-GOP level for requiring a
program with known bugs that mangle the data entered.

The only thing accurate about Lamborn’s email is his characterization of “a smoke-filled back
room” where a “hand-picked candidate receives preferential treatment,” which is apparently
what he is trying to maintain. John 8:44

Below are the three votes. As you can see the anti-ratify faction championed by Lamborn held
on to the bitter end, and even called in reinforcements in order to invalidate the voice of every
delegate representing the voice of every voter.

These are the actions of those who intend to do government TO you, not FOR you.

You might consider telling these folks how much you appreciate their reinvigorating your
understanding of the importance of the role of delegates in Representative Government.

You are the foundation of our magnificent Republic.
Don’t let them tell you otherwise.
Don’t let them treat you otherwise.

Chuck Broerman N N N

Steve Schleiker N Y

Karl Schneider N N N

Art Glynn N N N



Kay Rendelman N N ---

Matt Moeller N N N

Lois Landgraf N N N

Mary Bradfield N N

Joel Sorensen N N

Mason Luke arrived at 10pm demanding to vote

Daniel Fenlason arrived at 10pm demanding to vote

Madeline Fenlason arrived at 10pm demanding to vote

Teresa Cheek N N N

Brenda Conrad N N N

Mary Elizabeth Fabian N N N

Jodie Ritchie N N N

Ryan Graham N N N

Julian McPadden N N N

Russell McPadden N N N

Wendy Miller N pass N

Sandra Bankes N N N

Sharon Brown N

Elizabeth Vanderwerf N N ---

Rose Pugliese N --- ---

Kit Roupe N N N
Elizabeth Riggs Proxy for Kit Roupe

20 19 16

Doug Lamborn’s email

https://libertyscorecardco.us/?#/legislator/25862




Dear Delegates and Alternates,

I believe there is no Congressional District in all these United States that’s more beautiful or has better
people than our 5th Congressional District.

When people ask me what part of the country I represent, many times they will smile and tell me about a parent
once stationed at Fort Carson, or a brother who lives in Colorado, or even a family vacation when they drove to the
top of Pikes Peak. People across the country know how special this place is that we call home.

I want to thank the dozens of volunteers who were able to gather more than 3,000 petition signatures to secure my
name on the primary ballot. This shows the depth of grassroots support for my campaign.

Candidates may petition onto the primary ballot while also going through the caucus/assembly process. I had
planned to pursue both options, but not now.

I officially decline to be nominated at the upcoming 5th CD Assembly this Saturday.
I continue to have complete confidence in the 5th Congressional District leadership. They represent the many
solidly honest, hard-working people who live here.

Sadly, I do not have confidence in the El Paso County Republican leadership.

Among many troubling irregularities, I have witnessed a shocking lack of transparency and basic competence in the
handling of the delegate and alternate list for the 5th CD Assembly. One candidate who appeared to be favored
received the list significantly before others. Some candidates who appeared to be disfavored received a defective
and incomplete list. At least one House District which appeared to be disfavored had its list refused. The county
chairman arbitrarily refused to allow a vote on the ratification of the entire list.

Republicans are supposed to stand for election integrity. Participants can’t have confidence in the process if there is
concern that the list has been tampered with. The image of a smoke-filled back room comes to mind, where a
“hand-picked” candidate receives preferential treatment.

Even though I will not personally be a nominee at the 5th CD Assembly, and I am not concerned with what happens
during the Congressional portion of the meeting, I am still planning to attend the Assembly because other important
business is to be done. This includes nominating candidates for the Board of Regents and Board of Education from
the 5th CD.

I will stay in touch as we spend the next three months on the campaign trail. For now, I thank you for the
confidence you have placed in me to represent you in Washington, and I ask for your vote on June 28.




